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ABSTRACT. Genetic diversity in sugar plne will be severely re- 
duced by the blister rust pandem~c predicted within the next 
50 to 75 years. We model effects of the epidemic on genetic 
diversity at the stand and landscape levels for both natural and 
artificial regeneradon. In natural stands, because natural fre- 
quencles of the dominant gene (R) for resistance are low, the 
most obvious effect on sugar pine rv111 be demographic, with a 
crash in population size expected foilorylng disease onset. 
Many stands in areas of lowest R frequency may lose the allele 
during the ~nitlai epidemic and go estinct. In stands that 
maintain the resistance allele, R will increase in frequency un- 
der strong setectron in subsequent generatror,,, and popula- 
tion sizes in these stands should recover. But a signtficant re- 
duct~on in effectltfe population size (Ne) is also expected 
follow~ng disease onset; this results In a severe and long-last- 
ing effect on genetic diversity in sugar plne, Harvest of mature 
suscepttble sugar plnes during the t n ~ t i ~ ~ l  ep~den~ic 1vtI1 exacer- 
bate declines In efftrctlve popular~orl size and greater long-term 
d~verstty losses rela~lse to unharscz;tt.d stands In s~ruations of 

xJ i  gneseratlon, planting leslstnrlt sugar p~nes%ould 
usually increase efferiivc populnt~o~~ s l=kt l id  long-tern, ge- 
netic d~verstty High effeci~ve numbers of parents of the plant- 
ing stock (over 20) and adn~rxture of natural regeneration 
counter the porenrral of planting to reduce gcograph~cally 
structured genettc dtverstty. Allellc dtr zrstty and effective pop- 
ulatlon sues on a landscape level art. kept highest \-i.hen rests- 
rant trees ~1';t"d for artificlaf regener.iti~lrr are scattered over the 
landscape r'xther than clusrered 

Introduction 

A goal for managlng widespread n,%trve specles is to con- 
seme the integrity of genetically structured populations. 
Several features of sugar pine (Prt~t is  fambcf-tinna) make 
this goal unusually difficult to artain Sugar plne occurs 
naturally as scattered ind~vldunls or small groups in 
mixed-conifer forests. High com~~lerclal value of sugar 
pine has led to heal? harvest throughout the last cen- 
tury, further reducing densit~ts of mature trees Most irn- 
portantly, sugar pirie is faced i v ~ t h  .in exotic and fatal dis- 
ease, u-h~te pine blister rust jimsed by Ct-onat-lium 
rlh~cnia), tlllir IS csp~ctcd to beiornc pandernic on sugar 

pine throughout most of its range within the next 50 to 
75 years (Kinloch and Dulitz 1990; R. 5. Smith, these 
proceedings). Combined, these factors will significantly 
reduce the size of the breeding population in present 
and subsequent generations, leading inevitably to loss of 
genetic diversity In this paper, we show the relation be- 
tween population size and maintenance of genetic diver- 
sity, and we model the impacts of white pine blister mst 
on these factors in different situations of natural and ar- 
tificial regeneration. We also consider management op- 
tions to mitigate losses of diversity 

Relation of Diversity to Population Size 

B~odiversity conservation seeks to counter extinction- 
of genes, individuals, populations, and species. For 
sugar pine, the goal is to maintain an adequate number 
of sugar pines through the rust epidemic, well-distrib- 
uted In diverse community types, throughaut the native 
range. For the species to adapt and evolve beyond the 
epidemic, sufficient genetic diversity must be main- 
tained. Genetic divers~ty is critlcal to sugar pine in the 
short term to reduce inbreeding depression, and In the 
long term to provide raw material for adaptation to 
changing en\~ironments. 

Wow much genetic diversity is adequate? Although 
we are far from being able to predict minlnlunl geneuc 
diversities necessary for long-term sur\~lval of sugar 
pine, we can begin to assess how certain events, such as 
the blister rust epidemic, timber harvest, or artificial re- 
genei-ation, may reduce or elevate genetic diversity from 
current levels. If large, these effects wlll have ~mpllca- 
tions for management. 

Aslde from effects of select~on, mutation, and migra- 
tion, we know that the amount of genetic diversity in a 
population over time depends on the population size 
(census null~ber), N. The smaller N is, the more diver- 
sity is lost through chance events ([Vr~rlght 1969). AS N 
becomes larger, losses of d~verslry due ro chance are neg- 
l~gible. Thus, anything that causes poprtiation size to 
crash (like blister rust) puts populat~oiis ni 1ncreasiilg1y 
greater- nsl; of I O S I I I ~  genetlc d ~ i ~ e ~ - s ~ t y  
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The actual number of ~ndividuats contributing to 
I 

genetic diversity may be less than N. Many natural pro- 
cesses cause a population of size N to act like a much 
smaller (rarely larger) population in regard to genetic di- 
versity For example, populations In which there is non- 
random mating, unequal sex ratios, unequal numbers of 
offspring per parent, or fluctuating population sizes lose 
genetic diversity over time faster than would be ex- 
pected based on their census size (Wright 1969). This ej- 
fective number, N,, is equal to the census of a population 
only where mating is random, when alt parents are 
equally fecund, reach sexual maturity at the same age, 
where sex ratios are equal, and when population sizes 
don't fluctuate over time (Wght  1969). An example 
from animal breeding of the effect of unequal sex ratios 
on loss of genetic dik~ersity is the insemination of many 
cows by a single bull. Although there may be a large to- 
tal number of cattle involved in breeding, the single 
male reduces the effective number of parents to approxi- 
mately four and accounts for half of the genetic diversity 
in the next generation. 

Transmission of genetic diversity takes place within a 
"genetic neighborhood," defined as the area within which 
mating is efrectively random (Falconer 1989). The con- 
cept of genetic neighborhood reflects the genetic sub- 
structuring of populations that may occur because of the 
likelihood that mating5 take place more frequently 
among trees that are closer together than those more dis- 
tant from each other. A genetic neigl~borhood is usual1 y 
smaller than the geographic limits of the stand or local 
population, especially when popul.~tions are more or less 
continuous over large geographic areas and elevational 
ranges, such as those of sugar pine. Its size depends on 
the spatial distribution and densit)- of trees of reproduc- 
tiiFe age, and the dispersal distances of seed and pollen. 
Mathematically, it is the area descr~btd by the circumfer- 
ence of a circle of a radius equal to h e  standard deviation 
of the dispersal distances (Wight 1976). 

Effective population size significantly affects allelic 
and genotypic population diversit?: Rare alleles have in- 
creasing probabihrics of being lost n-hen N, falls below 
50. For example, an allele at frequency of 0.01 has a 13 
percent probability of being lost \\.hen N, is 100, a 61 
percent probability when N, is 25 ,  and a 90 percent 
probability when N, is 5 (Krusche and Geburek 1991). 
Population heterozygosity also declines rapidly when n', 
is low. For example, a population t h ~ t  ~na~nta~ned an ef- 
fective size of 20 would decline 5 percent in heterozy- 
gosity in one generation, 14 percent over 5 generations, 
and 25 percent over 10 generations (Fig. 1). 

Because large amounts of diversit). are lost eI7en in 
one generation when N, is lot\: a single generatli3n of 
low N, can have a severe and long-lasting effect on di- 
versity in a species. Diversity lost dui-ing a single-genera- 
tion bottleneck is only slowly resa~ned. even if census 
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Figure 1. Relation of genetic diversity to effective population 
size over time. Diversity is measured as the observed popufa- 
tion heterozygosity (HI at time t relative to expected het- 
erozygosity at time 0. 

size recovers rapidly. Loss of alleles and increases in ho- 
mozygosity are potentially detrimental to a population. 
Inbreeding depression is common in tree species, and 
can trigger declines in population vigor, potentially lead- 
ing to exunction of the population, especially one that 1s 
already small. Loss of allelic diversity is a concern for 
long-term population persistence, in that continual 
adaptation to changing environments depends on ge- 
netic d~\*ers~ty being available for selection. 

Our points to emphasize for-~ar pine management 
frorn [his general discussion are that effective populauon 
sizes, not actual census numbers, determine the maintr- 
nance or loss of genetic diversity over time, and that ef- 
fective popt~lat~on size may be much less than actual 
population size. Once a population declines in actual 
numbers, effective sizes may be so low as to seriously re- 
duce diversit!: 

Modeling Rust Effects on Sugar Pine 

Model Parameters for Sugar Pine 

Formulae eslsr to calculate N, frorn N empirically ai- 
though on]?- recently have they been modified to account 
jointly for all the factors that affect N,. Because of the dlf- 
ficulty of obtaining numerical values for the variables, 
fe\v empirical estimates of N, are available, but in many 
cases N, h;ts bcen estlmrtted to be much smaller than ?L; 

(Craw ford 1984; Barrowclough and Coates 1985; Go\-in- 
daraju 1988, hiluor~a and Harju 1989; Srntth and hlc- 
Dougal 1931; Grant and Grant 1932). Detailed de.l-clop- 



ment of our model parameters is being prepared for a 
separate paper. For calculating N, in sugar pine, we used 
formulae of Lande and Barrowclough (1987) to calculate 
stand-level N, and of R y a n  and iaikre (1991) to calcu- 
late regional N,. We used data from Schubert and Adams 
(19761, Schoen and Stewan (19871, and Muona and 
Ha rju (1989) to calculate variances in fecundity in pollen 
and seed production, and assumed the range of densities 
of mature sugar pine in natural stands to be 3 to 20 trees 
per hectare (USDA Forest Senice, Pacific Southwest Re- 
gional database). 

For estimating genetic neighborhood, we adopted 70 
m for pollen dispersal, based on Wright's (1976) mean 
pollen dispersal for nine conifers of 66 m, on Neale's 
(1983) estimate of 72 m for Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 
menfiesii), and on Adams and Birkes's (1988) estimate of 
70 m for Douglas-fir. For incoming migrant pollen we 
used Neale's (1 983) estimate of 0.30 per neighborhood 
per generation. For seed dispersal we used Fowells and 
Schubert's (1956) estimate of 25 m. Using formulae of 
Wright (1969, pages 302 and 303) and assuming dis- 
crete generations, we estimate a genetic neighborhood 
size in sugar pine of 3.86 hectare. In this paper we use 
the word "stand" or "populationn to refer specifically to a 
genetic neighborhood in sugar pine. 

Model Parameters for White Pine Blister Rust 

In modeling diversity, we assume blister rust will con- 
tinue to spread to new areas and then intensify within 
those areas, according to patterns already observed 
(Kliejunas 1984; Kinloch and Dulitz 1990). Eventually 
the disease will become pandemic, chronic, and severe 

-- out virtually all populations. Thiqt-occss could 
take a half-centur):, or longer for regions where it has nor 
yet arrived, such as the Transverse and Peninsula ranges 
of southern California and hlexico where increasing 
aridity reduces the probability of establishment and rate 
of spread. However, there are no intrinsic limitations to 
the eventual arrival of blister rust even in these popula- 
tions (R. S. Smith, these proceedings). 

The effect of the disease is almost certain mortafity to 
all seedlings and young trees lacking genetic resistance. 
Older and larger trees may be killed in areas of severe 
disease hazard, either directly or indirectly through 
stress that predisposes them to orher damaging agents. 
Where infection IS less intense, varying degrees of crown 
damage occur. Some trees develop increasing resistance 
with age. In any event, older trees usually survive long 
enough to contribute genet; to the next generation 
through seed and pollen. The main effect of rust infec- 
tion on older trees is on fecundity: mean fecundity is re- 
duced (through branch mortlillty) and variance is in- 
creased, which together reduce Kc For simplification, 
we hrt~e assumed tree rnortnl~t!- of 20 percent (Kliejunas 

1984) of mature trees present at the time of disease on- 
set, and a uniform average reduction of 50 percent in fe- 
cundity of sexually mature (defined as > 30 cm diameter 
at breast height), susceptible trees. 

Major gene resistance (MCR) is the only kind of resis- 
tance that we consider, and we assume no sugar pine re- 
generation Lacking this resistance will survive to maturity 
once the disease is pandemic. Frequencies of the R allele 
for resistance range from less than 0.01 in the northern 
part of sugar pine's distribution to 0.08 in the southern 
Sierra (Kinloch and Davis, these proceedings). Wind-pol- 
linated seeds from heterozygous (Rr) parents will yield a 
1 : 1 ratio of resistant :susceptible seedlings under epidemic 
conditions. Although other kinds of resistance exist (see 
Kinloch and Davis), their frequencies are unknown but 
are probably lower, so their omission does not compro- 
mise the overall integrity or robustness of the model. In 
calculating changes in demography, we assume a high 
rate of population increase, with recovery dependent only 
on proportions of MGR in each generation. This is an op- 
timistic estimate of population recovery 

Effect of Rust Epidemic on Sugar Pine 
at the Stand Level 

Natural Regeneration 

The immediate and most obvious effect of the epidemic 
is demographic. Seedlings and young trees lacking the 
resistance allele (R) wit1 die. In most parts of sugar pine's 
range, susceptible mature trees will survive much longer 
than young trees, although their crowns are 11kely to be 
damaged, thereby reducing-their fecundity. Heax.)- dam- 
age predisposes them to other stresses, such as drought 
and bark beetles. 

In Figure 2, we graph population dynamics for five 
genemtions, piotting in each generation the mature 
stand after natural selection for R. Generations are dis- 
crete. In generation 0, stands are free of rust. tk?e assume 
that rust attacks stands of generation 1 after they ma- 
ture. causing about 20 percent morrality. As plotted in 
Figure 2, generation 1 is the remaining mature stand. 
Since susceptible mature trees still compose most of the 
stand after infestation, they will be the major producers 
of seeds for generation 2. Because of the low frequency 
of R in the residual stand, however, most seedlings die, 
ci-eaung a significant crash of N in generation 2 

In this and subsequent generarlons, R is strongly se- 
lected since only resistant genotypes survive, and the 
frequency of R increases rapidly. Population sizes (N) re- 
cover, and most of the individuals now carv the resis- 
tan[ allele. Yet, the effcct of the blister rust epidemic on 
N, 1s severe and long-lasting (Fig. 21. Due to selection 
agnins susceptible genotypes (result~ng in mortality and 
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Figure 2. Effect of the blister rust epidemic on population size 
(N), frequency of R allele (a), effective population size (N,) 
in sugar pine populations over five generations, and harmonic 
mean N, for this period; natural conditions are assumed, with 
no ptanting or harvest. Here, N and R are relative proportions. 
Amow indicates onset of blister rust epidemic. Generations 
are assumed to be discrete, initial frequency of the R allele is 
0.01, and density of mature sugar pines is 3 per hectare. For 
generations 1 to 5, the mature population after selection by 
the rust is graphed. 

Frequency of R 

Figure 3. Relation between frequency of R allele and effective 
population size at different mature tree densities in a sugar 
pine stand infested with blister rust. 

Frequency of R 

Figure 4. Relationship between frequency of R allele and ge- 
netic diversity in a sugar pine stand at generation l (diseased 
stand) relative to generation 0 (undiseased stand). Genetic di- 
versity is measured as the expected population heterozygosity 
in generation 0 and observed heterozygosity in generation 1. 

lower fecundity), effective population size crashes in the 
first generation to critically low numbers. For example, 
in a population with initial density of three mature trees 
per hectare and frequency of R = 0.0 1, we estimate N, in 
our assumed genetic neighborhood to fall to 0.7 in the 
first generation (i.e., 50 to 75 years) after the onset of the 
disease. This compares to N, of 7.1 in a similar stand 
without rust. Figure 3 shows how N, depends on the 
frequency of the R allele in the healthy stand (generation 
0) and how the density of mature sugar pines affects N,: 
stands kvlth low densities and low R frequencies \\-ill suf- 
fer the greatest reduction in N,. 

The crash in N, significantly affects genetic diversity 
in subsequent generations, with the greatest impact in 
the first and second generations (Figs. 3, 4). At Ion- fre- 
quencies of R and low densities (i.e., low N,), loss of di- 
versity is most sewre. For example, in stands wtth fre- 
quency of R less than 0.02 and with only three mature 
trees per hectare, genetic diversity may decline 60 to 90 
percent in the first generation because of low N, )\'here 
densities and R frequencies are higher, loss of diversity IS 

less, even in heavily rusted stands (Fig. 4). 
In subsequent generations, as the frequency of R in- 

creases and the population (N) recovers, N, also recou- 
ers, though gradually (Flg 2). This means that losses of 
diversity in subsequent generations will be relatlvei!. low 
as the population comes out of the bottleneck. Hoxever, 
the low N, values in generations 1 and 2 have a wnous 
and long-lasting effect on diversity During the penod of 
low N,. n~uch  divcrsity is lost that is never regained The 



impact of low N, in generations 1 and 2 extends over 
five generations, which have an average N, of 1.99 
(Wright 1969: 210). Such low H, values put the species 
in jeopardy of losing large and cumulative amounts of 
genetic dilrersity (Fig. 1). 

Management implications. High effective population 
sizes of sugar pine stands will promote the management 
goal of maintaining current levels of genetic diversity 
How might effective numbers be enhanced? As the epi- 
demic intensifies, two classes of sugar pines become es- 
pecially imponant: mature trees and their seedling re- 
production. The genetic contribution of susceptible 
mature trees from generation 1 to generation 2 (for traits 
other than rust resistance) is extremely important for 
maintaining diversity of sugar pine over the long term. 
The mature susceptible trees compose over 83 percent 
of the stand even at the highest estimates of R frequency, 
and represent most of the genetic diversity in the stand. 
Many or most would survive long enough to produce 
seed for some time even after becoming infected. Al- 
though they contribute only r alleles at the MGR locus 
and most of their offspring will die, their diversity at 
other loci will be carried into generation 2 in zygotes re- 
ceiving R from resistant pollen donors or by contribut- 
ing pollen to resistant seed parents. In this way, their es- 
sential contribution to N, and diversity is maintained. 

The significance of this contribution is illustrated in 
Figure 5, ivhere conditions are assumed to be identical 
to Figure 2, except that mature susceptible trees do not 
contribute icl generation 2 (e.g., they are harvested). The 
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Figure 5. Effect of the blister rust epidemic on population size 
(N), frequency of R allele (fR), effective population size (N,) 
in sugar pine stands over five generations, and harmonic 
mean N, for this period. Mature susceptible trees are as- 
sumed to be removed from generation O after the onset of the 
disease. Other assumptions of Figure 2 pertain. 

proportion of sunriving individuals in generation 2 is 
potentially much higher than in unharvested stands, due 
to the higher frequency of R. However, N, in generation 
1 is much lower than in unharvested stands (0.12 vs. 
0.7). This results in an even greater loss of genetic diver- 
sity to sugar pines in subsequent generations, indicated 
by the low atrerage N, for 5 generations (0.63 [Fig. 51 vs. 
1.99 [Fig. 21) These relationships indicate the detrimen- 
tal effect to long-term diversity of removing any mature 
trees, including susceptible genotypes, especially in gen- 
eration 1. 

A second focus is the regeneration class. Wherever 
possible, natural regeneration should be encouraged, es- 
pecially between generations 1 and 2. The large incre- 
ment of genetic diversity contributed from the suscepti- 
ble mature trees in generation 1 is captured in the stand 
only if those trees produce established seedlings either 
via seed or pollen. Since resistant seedlings are rare, 
large numbers of seedlings are needed. Large numbers 
also help to maintain rare alleles (such as R itselfl, thus 
improving the chances of population survival and pro- 
moting higher N, values in the next generation. 

Artificial Regeneration 

Many government and industrial landowners plant from 
10 to 25 percent sugar pine into natural forests in mix- 
tures with other conifers. Sugar pine seeds derive from 
parents that range from wind-pollinated, unscreened 
wild parents to clones with proven genetic resistance. 
When planted sugar- pines have higher frequencies of R 
than natural segencrntion, the crash in N should be less 
than with natural rcgcneration alone. The frequency of R 

>b~uld incrcasm~oi-e rapidly in generation 2 and subse- - -  

quent genemtions rclntive to natural regeneration, with 
the magnitude of the increase depending on thc ire- 
quency of R in the planting stock and the relative stock- 
ing of pianted and u.ilci seedlings. 

Whai about the effect of planting on N, and mainte- 
nance of genetic dii-ersity in a stand? First, we assume 
that the plantation cnm prises both planted seedlings and 
sane  natural regeneration (volunteers by inseeditlg). We 
simulate current mnnagement by assuming that planted 
seedlings derive from wtnd-pollinated seeds of hlCR 
seed parents, and ihat most of these parents arc het- 
erozygotes (thus, that 50 percent of the planted 
seedlings survive). \\'e further assume that stocklng den- 
sities are suificlent ro promote stable, mature tree densi- 
ties of sugar pine oi-cr generations without further plant- 
ing. Plantations arc assumed to equal the size of a 
genetic neighborhili~d (3.86 ha). Parents of pliinted 
seedhngs arc nssurnt.d to be from the same seed zone, 
but are not necess.11-liy cohorts of the wild trees in the 
neighborhood of thz planrat~on. The composite or over- 
all effcciix-e slze in such siands depends on the N, of 
parentsof h c  11-ild seedlings, N, of parents of the 



planted seedlings, and the relative proportion of both 
kinds of seedlings in the stand ( m a n  and Laikre 
r 9 w .  20 

The hrst of these we have discussed above; N, of the 
wild mature stand is estimable given an R frequency and 5 '' 

V) 

stand density To calculate N, of the nurser); stock we as- 3 
sume that the same kind of factors that affect transmis- i lo 
sion of genetic dilrersity in wild populations affect nurs- 
ery populations. The effective number of parents that 5 

transmit genetic dixrersity to the offspring generation is 
usually not equal to the number of clones used for 0 

0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0 8 1 .O 
breeding or the number of trees used for collection of 

Retative Proportion of Planted Seedlings wind-pollinated seeds. Intrinsic differences among 
clones- in pollen, cone, and seed productivity, as well as 
orchard conditions that affect differential size and num- 
ber of ramets, cone and pollen availability, and produc- 
tivity per clone cause I?, to be much less than N. These 
deviations sometimes can be compensated for, for in- 
stance, by equalizing the contributions of seed from ma- 
ternal clones. Other factors are difficult or impossible to 
control, such as the paternity of seedlings or meiotic 
sampling from small numbers of genotypes. 

In the next generation, the overall N, of the planta- 
tion depends on the relative proportion of surviving 
wild vs. plan::J seedlings in the stand. If most of the 
stand consisted of planted seedlings, the overall N, 
would be closer to the Ne of the parents of the planted 
seedlings; if most of the stand were wildings, the overall 
N, of the stand xvould be most like the N, of the wild 
parents. The maximum attainable N, in the stand is the 
weighted sum of the N, values for both sets of seedlings. 

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of planting on Ne for 
t h r a -  stand condlti,qs. The h', c3f parents of planted 

seedlings varies from 2 to 20, the latter being the target- 
number of MGR parents for the U.S. Forest Service Rust 
Resistant Sugar Pine Program for each of seven desig- 
nated breeding zones in the Califoi-nia range of sugar 
pine (Kitzmiller 1976: U.S. Forest Sewice Regional Pol- 
icy for Sugar Pine. October 1990). It is clear from these 
analyses that under most rust hazard cond~uons when 
the N, of the parents of the planting stock is ejVen mod- 
estly large, planting increases the o\*erali N, of the stand 
relative to the natural regeneration alone (Fig. 6a, b). 
This occurs over a \vide range of planting stock propor- 
tions. Planting is most beneficial when frequency of R or 
density of mature trees in the w~id stand is low. Under 
these condllions. the naturally occurring N, is Inw, and 
except where veq- few parents contribute a large propor- 
tion to the stand. planting improves the stand N,. By 
contrast, when the frequency of R is higher In the wild 
stand, the re1atr.i-P p n  in N, from planting decreases. In 
most instances, nej-ertheiess, art~fic~al regeneration will 
improve N, of the rrsult~ng stand. 

A second conclrlslctn is that the masirnum N, attain- 
able 1-csults fi-ctm ,I n?is of ylantcd ,111ci w ~ l d  seedlings, 
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Figure 6. Effect of artificial regelleration on overall effective 
population size (N,) of a sugar pine stand. Curves represent 
different effective population sizes of the parent population of 
planted trees (i.e., from seed orchards or selected trees). The 
new stand is assumed to comprise partly artificial regenerants 
(planted seedlings) and partly natural regenerants. N, (wild) 
is the effective population size of parents of the natural regen- 
eration. Density is eight mature treeslha. Stand size approxi- 
mates our assumed genetic neighborhood size (c. 4 ha). (A) 
rust-diseased stand wherc frcquency of R allele in the wiId 
stand is 0.01, N, (wild) is 2; (B)  diseased stand wherc fre- 
quency of R allele is'9.10. N, (wild) is 6; (C) healthy stand, 
N, (wild) is 2 1. Situations in A and B represent relatively low 
and high values of R and N,, respectively, under epidemic 
conditions: C represents a "control" scenario, wftcre rust is 

with tlic prnpol- t~o~~ d e p a ~ d i ~ g  0 1 3  !he cond~iinns of the absent (or R = 1.0). 
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wild stand (hquency of R and stand density), and the 
Ne of the planted seedlings. Where the frequency of R is 
low (0.01, Fig. Cia), the stand N, is highest when planted 
seedlings make up about 90 percent of the stand (where 
Ne of planted parenrs 1s 20). When the N, of pianted 
parents is only 5 ,  however. the maximum total N, oc- 
curs at about 7 5 percent relative contribution of planted 
seedlings. As higher frequencies of R and/or higher 
stand densities andfor no disease occur in wild stands, 
so do larger wild N, values result (Fig.6b, c). In most of 
these instances, the maximum stand Ne is reached at 
lower proportions of planted seedlings. In general, un- 
der the high rust hazard conditions we have assumed in 
a plantation, we expect very few wild sugar pine seed- 
lings to become established, except when the frequency 
of R in the natural stand is relatively high or established 
regeneration is unusually dense. Therefore, without fur- 
ther intervention, the relative proportions of planted 
seedlings usually will be very high (>95 percent), in 
which case maximum N, probably cannot be attained. 

FinaIly, there are conditions where planting reduces 
the stand N, below the wild Ne. This occurs where the 
N, of parents of planting stock is equal to or lower than 
the N, of the wild parents, and where the planted 
seedlings constitute a large proportion of the stand (Fig. 
6a, b). In pre-epidemic stands, the depressing effect of 
planting on N, is greater (Fig. 6 c )  A wide range of con- 
ditions exists where total N, is lower because of planting 
than it would be In natural conditions. In healthy 
stands, however, u-e expect natural regenerants to out- 
compete planted seedlings. resulting in a higher net sur- 
vival of naturals. 

--- -- Mnlzagen7a1t tn~pltcntions. At the stand level;-planting 
with resistant stock (e.g., control- or wind-pollinated 
seeds from MCR parents) helps to stabilize the popula- 
tion demograph~cally Adequate genetic diversity can be 
assured wth  Ne values of 20 or more parents, which is 
about the naturally occurring N, of sugar pine in healthy, 
moderately dense mlsed-conifer forests. Thus, in most 
cases, seedlors for plant~ng should compiise at least 20 
(effective number) parents. The h~ghest overall stand N, 
(and thus maintenance of greatest genetic diversity) re- 
sults 1vhe11 there are admixtures of wild and planted 
seedlings in the plantation. Under epidemic cond~tions, 
in the range of expected R-allele frequencies in the wild 
stand, maximiz~ng N, requires pr~2portions of 10 to 50 
percent natural regeneration in the stand. Agressive 
management \\-ould be necessary to achieve so much nat- 
ural regeneration. especrally in ep~demic condit~ons. 

Landscape Level 

The genettc and demographic consequences of the epi- 
denxc that lve 1iax.c. projected so far apply to stands 
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Figure 7. Probability of losing the R allele from a diseased 
sugar pine stand in generation 1 as a function of frequency of 
R allele in generation 0. 

where sugar pine persists through the epidemic. It is 
also ~gpropriate to ask how many entire sugar pine 
stands might be lost over the course of the pandemic, 
that is, what are the effects at the landscape (regional) 
level. Under natural conditions with no supplemental 
planting, we expect that a relatively large number of 
stands would lose the R allele in the first generation. The 
probability of losing R by chance events of meiotic sam- 
pling is greatest in stands with lowest R frequency 
anWor lo\sd:nsities of mature trees (Fig. 7). Assuming 
that stands wh~ch lose the R allele go extinct, these prob- 
abilities translate to proportions of stands over the land- 
scape that may go extinct. In stands where R frequency 
is Iow (I 0.01), 31 to 86 percent of stands could go ex- 
tinct (for densities of 20 and 3 treesha); where R fre- 
quency 1s high (0. lo), < 1 to 16 percent of stands could 
lose sugar pine. Thus, sursi\.ing stands that follow the 
expected recovery in Figure 2 represent only 14 to 69 
percent of the stands in regions of low R frequency, and 
84 to 99 percent of the stands in areas of high R fre- 
quency. \\hrst-case situations pertain to portions of the 
range in Oregon, northwestern California, and Baja CaIi- 
fornia Ivhere R frequency is low, and to other stands 
throughout sugar pine's range where densities are !ow. 

For assessing the effects of planting at the landscape 
level, stand analyses can be extended to a wider geo- 
graphic region. Consider the eflect on overall N, of 
planting sugar pines in an average Sierra Nevada seed 
zone with an elevation band of 150 rn, the unit used for 
local planting by the USDA Forest Service (Kitzmiller 
1976, 1930). iYe esti~nate that forests \sith sugar pine 
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cover 15,000 hectares within this area. Modeling is more 
complex at the landscape level, and we take several ap- 
proaches to illustrate different points. We consider neigh- 
borhood size as before, but assume no population-genetic 
substmcture Mthin the seedzone. Similarly, we consider 
the N, of the wild form, the N, of parents of the plant- 
ing stock, and the relative proportions of planted and 
wild seedlings that compose each planted stand. We 
estimate N, of the wild forest to be the sum of the N, 
values for the individual neighborhoods in the area, 
assuming that a certain percent of neighborhoods go 
extinct because of the probability of losing the R allele. 
For R frequency of 0.0 1 and 0.10, N, of sugar pines in 
the wild at this geographic scale ~vould be 3,120 and 
21,260, respectively. We assume that all seedlings 
planted over this area derive from the same set (or sub- 
sets) of MGR parents within the seed zone, and that Ne 
of parents of planted seedlings is 20. This corresponds 
to a Forest Service program that targets a minimum of 
20 (N,, not N) MGR female parents for regeneration at 
this scale (Kitzmiller 1976; USDA Forest Service, Re- 
gional Policy for Sugar Pine, October 1990). 

The resulting overall N, values at this scale depend on 
the proportion of land planted. Planting only 5 percent 
(750 ha) of available (15,000 ha) sugar pine forest within 
the seedzone depresses the wild N, insignificantly at 
most mixes of wild and planted seedlings. The slight re- 
duction of N, from what it would be without planting 
occurs because in 5 percent of the neighborhoods, the 
same parents are represented (i.e., the parents of the 
planting stock), thus displacing the natural diversity This 
ptanting level approximately corresponds to so~ne cur- 

ms, such as that of the-Forest-Seryice (Sam- 
man and Kitzmiller, these proceedings), where propor- 
tionally few seedlings tram identified local MGR seed 
parents are available for outplanting within seed zones. 

Planting has such a srnall effect on N, at the landscape 
scale because so few acres are planted. By contrast, in the 
extreme case ~vhere 100 percent of the available sugar 
pine neighborhoods within the same 150 m seed zone 
are planted, planting drast~cally depresses the overall N, 
for the seed zone. Except In situatiorts where plantations 
have hlgh proportions of wild seedlings, overall N, of the 
seed zone drops be!aw 50. Increasr~~g the N, of the plant- 
ing stock helps only somewhat. iiithough such an ex- 
treme planting situation is highly nnlikely it po~nrs to the 
importance of encoumging natural legeneratl~3n of sugar 
pine while planring hlGR seedlings throughout seed 
zones from a limited number of parents. 

An important issue when pop~tlatton substructure is 
introduced Into ixndscape considel-ation 1s the geo- 
graphic distnbutlan of selected h1GR parent trees. Con- 
sider two extreme situations, one \\-here 20 RlCR trees 
are selected from a single genetlc neighborhood (e.g., 

from a singie seed-production area) as opposed to one 
where single MGR trees are selected from 20 different 
neighborhoods within a seed zone. The role of pollen is 
important here in determining N, of progeny, even when 
the number of mothers is the same. Assuming vvind-pol- 
finated seeds are collected from \ivild stands, in the for- 
mer situation (clustered MGR trees) only the pollen di- 
versity available around one neighborhood is captured 
by the select MGR trees, and the resulting N, of the off- 
spring is 28. In contrast, when MGR trees are scattered, 
each tree samples a different poIIen cIoud, which raises 
the N, of the offsprillg of these trees by 20-fold (560). 
Although the former Me is quite low, the latter N, seems 
safe under diverse planting situations (Fig. 1). One way 
to capture some of this diversity if MGR trees must be 
clustered would be to control-pollinate with diverse 
pollen. 

Another way to assess the genetic consequences of 
selecting clustered vs. scattered MGR trees is by deter- 
mining the effect of sampling on the geographic distrib- 
ution of alleles. Assuming that allele frequencies vary 
over the landscape for both stochastic and deterministic 
reasons, clustered MGR parent trees will result in greater 
losses of landscape-level allelic diversity than will scat- 
tered MGR parents. Losses in di1.c:-sity are estimated by 
comparing heterozygosities resulting from the contrast- 
ing MGR selection schemes to heterozygosities predicted 
from random sampling of trees in the wild. To do this re- 
quires a geographically hierarchical model, with het- 
erozygosities of trees in the wild determined for popula- 
tion-within-region and region-wlthin-seed-zone levels. 
Populations are taken to be as before (c. 4 ha); regions 
the size of a Ranger District are each Q,O00 hectares; 
the seed zone is herc taken to be three Ranger Districts, 
or 45,000 hectares. 

Since geographic partitioning of heterozygos~t)~ tends 
to vary in conifers (includ~ng sugar pine: Conkie, Jenk- 
inson, these proceedings) depend~ng on the type of loci, 
we chose two contrasting sets of heterozygosity values 
for random sampling of natural genetic structure. In the 
first case, allelic d ~ \ ~ r s ~ t ) i  was assunled ro be distributed 
as 95 percent with~n populations, 3 percent among pop- 
ulations lvithin regions, and 2 percent among reglons (a 
typical isozyme pattern). For random sanlpling of alle- 
les, we chose an awrage heterozygosity value for sugar 
pine of 0.180 (see Conklc, these proceed~ngs). Selecting 
20 trees from one populat~on would result in heterozy- 
gosity of 0.171, \vhlch indicates a 5 percent loss in di- 
versity relative to rar-rdorn sarnpllng. B j r  contrast, select- 
ing 20 trees scattered over 20 distinct populations 
would give a hetemzygosity of approximately 0.174, or 
a 3 percent loss In d~\rers~t!: 

In the second case, allettc dl\-ersit!' nas assumed to 
be distributed as 60 pcrcenr withtrl popu'lxtions, 20 per- 



cent among populations within regions, and 20 percent 
among regions (a typical pattern for some quantitative 
traits). Selecting 20 MGR trees from one population 
would result in heterozygosity of 0.110, representing 40 
percent loss in diversity from random sampling, vs. het- 
erozygosity of 0.140 for scattered MGR trees, represent- 
ing 21 percent loss in diversity This example points to 
the imponance of scattering MGR parents over seed 
zones to capture geographically diverse alleles, espe- 
cially in adaptive trait loci. 

Conclusion: The Fate of Sugar Pine 

Although there has been concern that blister rust, in 
conjunction with heavy timber harvest, might trigger ex- 
tinction of sugar pine, species extinction does not ap- 
pear from our analysis to be a likely consequence. Popu- 
lation extirpation, however, and widespread loss of 
genetic diversity are real threats. Our MGR analyses in- 
dicate a high likelihood that many sugar pine popula- 
tions, if unassisted, may go extinct as blister rust be- 
comes pandemic, especially in regions where the R 
frequency is low or in stands where density of mature 
sugar pines is low. In stands that retain sugar pine, pop- 
ulations are expected to crash in the first generation after 
onset of the disease, but subsequent generations should 
recover rapidly from natural selection and increase of 
MGR, even where R is in relatively low frequency. 
Enough of these populations should persist that sugar 
pine \\-ill remain represented throughout its current 
range, although northern popul.itions are at high risk 
and Baja populations at greatest risk, if and when rust 
arrives. Planting 1x7111 be especially ilnportant for popula- 
tion stabilization and recover). in these areas. 

Even after recovery in populauon numbel-s, the bot- 
tlenecks imposed by the rust 1~111 have long-lasting detri- 
mental genetic consequences on sugar pine. Effective 
populat~on sires of diseased stands are about one-eighth 
that of healthy stands, imposlng drastic reductions in di- 
versity Diversity lost, especially of rare alleles, will not be 
regained. 1fTe can think of no more compelling example 
of the value of rare alleles than 31GR ~tself. Almost liter- 
ally, h46R tvas a genetic solution s.-aiting for a problem. It 
would never have been detected 111 the absence of blister 
rust, and lve have to ask ourselves how many other such 
problems, biotic or abiotic, z-e latent in our rapidly 
changing environments. Divers~ty retained in sugar pine 

popuiattons through the bottleneck w111 keep opponuni- 
ties open for future adaptation. Our modeling suggests 
that diseased stands where densities of mature trees are 
below 20 trees per hectare are in jeopardy of serious loss 
of diversty Retaining mature resistant and susceptible 
sugar pines and encouraging natural regeneration from 
them is the best prescription for maintaining diversity in 
natural forests through the bottleneck. 

Development of rust resistance in operational pro- 
grams can improve sugar pine's recovery if effective 
numbers of parents are kept high and local trees are 
used as seed parents. Our model suggests that effective 
numbers of parents of planting stock should be kept at 
least at the level of the original, pre-epidemic stands. By 
our calculations, effective population sizes of pre-epi- 
demic sugar pine stands are roughly half the census 
number of mature trees in the stand. 

At the landscape level, N, of planting stock optimally 
would mimic total wild N, values in the landscape, 
which are very large. In practice, it is exceedingly diffi- 
cult to incorporate large numbers of MCR parents into 
breeding programs. A paradoxical situation occurs in 
that widespread planting of resistant sugar pine may 
help to stabilize sugar pine populations demographi- 
cally, yet if prczeny from low effective numbers of par- 
ents replace wild parents across the landscape, N, drops 
and genetic diversity in the long tern1 declines. PIanting 
programs could compromise by expanding the hectares 
planted only as Increased numbers of local resistant par- 
ents become asailable. 

Finally, we reiterate that our anal>rses and conclu- 
sions are tentatn3e. Estimat~on of N, is highly sensitive to 
the size of genet~c qighbor1100ds. ishich depcnds on - 
pollen dispersal distance and polIen immlgratlon, both 
difficuli parameters to estimate Our estimates of the ex- 
tent and timing of pandemic conditions also affect our- 
predictions about N, and ciivei-sity Other resistance 

mechanisms have not been included in this rnodel; 
when their inheritance and fi-equencics are knoxsn, these 
should be added. Despite the potentiill for mis-esttntat- 
ing exact numbers with si~npl~ficd models, we feel that 
the relative ~mplicat~ons suggestt..d are robust. S111ce tim- 
ing is crtticaI for sugar pine, u.e report these pi-clrn~inary 
conclusions now In the hope that the!. 11711 help ln mak- 
ing critical management decisions tli.it affect the gene 
pool of future sugar pine populations. 
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